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Introduction
Welcome to our book of Puzzles!

Thank you for purchasing our book that has been curated to give you a
mental workout, which is an important part of continuing to keep your mind
sharp, active and alert. This book can be used as a single activity or with
family and friends.

The type and varieties of puzzles are almost endless but they all have one
thing in common, they are good for your brain. Puzzles use every part of
your brain! Solving puzzles stimulates cognitive activity, which in simple
terms works different parts of your brain and keeps your brain sharp.

Solving puzzles whether they are mathematical, word, riddles, trivia,
patterns or logic have a number of benefits that everyone will experience.
These benefits include:

Strengthening your memory – Visual puzzles help you to remember
differences, patterns and numbers, strengthening short term memory.

Problem-solving skills – Puzzles test your trial-and-error abilities,
ultimately determining how we solve problems. Puzzle solving enables us to
test options and conclude how to change our path to achieve a specific
outcome.

Puzzles Make You Happy – There is no better satisfaction than a solved
puzzle. Your brain can increase its dopamine production to naturally
increase happiness, concentration and memory.

Brain Reset – One of the most important aspects of puzzle solving is the
time you take to solve the puzzle. This quality time helps to reset your brain
and gives you fresh energy that can be used for other activities.

In creating this book we have relied upon some of our favourite puzzles,
codes and challenges, including logic puzzles, riddles, and more, to keep
your brain active. You will be challenged to solve the puzzles and think
creatively to find the answers. We hope that you enjoy this book and look
forward to the next one!

Cheers,
Andrew and Teresa



Find the answers to the following word riddles.

1. What is increasingly left behind the more you take?

2. If you substitute a letter and then add a letter a word become
shorter. What is the word?

What phrase does this license plate represent?

#1 - Word Riddles

#2 - Math Puzzles

#3 - License Pl8s

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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What are the missing numbers?

R



Find the answers to the following word riddles.

1. I have a tail and wings. I fly across the sky. I don’t have any eyes,
ears or mouth. I am connected to the ground.  What am I?

2. I am a horse without any legs or body. I can jump but cannot run.
What type of horse am I?

What phrase does this license plate represent?

#4 - Math Puzzles

#5 - Word Riddles

#6 - License Pl8s

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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Find missing values that add to the result using only the Numbers
List.

s



A Metonym is a word, name, or expression substituted for
something  with which it is closely associated.

1. A street in downtown Toronto is also referred to as the Canadian
financial sector where the major banks are located. What is the name
of this street?

2. A street in New York City and also an area that features theaters
and shows in the city. What is the name?

1. How many times can you subtract ten from one hundred?

2. How many 2's do you have to use to add up to 1000?

#7 - Math Puzzles

#8 - Metonyms

#9 - Word Puzzles

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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What are the missing numbers?

i



For the sake of the environment travel has been restricted to
alternate days for airports starting with letters A-K, L-Z, meaning that
you can only travel to those airports within an alphabetical grouping
on a day, and the other grouping on the next day. If you wanted to
travel from Stockholm to Lisbon, could you do it in a day?

What phrase does this license plate represent?
#10 - License Pl8s

#11 - Map Navigation

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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The below phrase is encrypted using the Pigpen cipher where each
letter of a famous saying by Victor Borge has been substituted by a
symbol that is a fragment of a grid, with punctuation removed:

What am I - Find the answers to the following word riddles.

1. I have wings and I can fly. I am not a bird. What am I?

2. I speak without a mouth and have no ears. I come to life with the
wind?

#12 - Word Riddles

#13 - Code Breaking

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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A Metonym is a word, name, or expression substituted for
something  with which it is closely associated.

1. This capital city of Australia also refers to the seat of Australian
federal government. What is the name of this city.

2. This city in Ukraine is located north of Kiev and also refers to a
nuclear disaster that occurred in April 1986. What is the name of this
city?

What phrase does this license plate represent?

#14 - Metonyms

#15 - License Pl8s

#16 - Eponyms

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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These are characters named after a person. What eponyms do the
following represent?

1. Ann-Margrock, a character in the Flintstones.

2. Buzz Lightyear, a character in Toy Story.

3. Calvin, a character in Calvin and Hobbes.

4. Donatello, a character in the Teenage Mutant Ninja (in the UK:
Hero) Turtles.

5. Hitmonchan, a character in Pokémon

6. Hobbes, a character in Calvin and Hobbes –

7. Nemo, a character in the movie Finding Nemo

8. Alvin, Simon, and Theodore, character in the Chipmunks.

a



The fall leaves need raking and the gardener has made six piles in
one corner of the yard, half as many piles in another corner, twice as
many in the third corner and only one in the last corner. While piling
the leaves together in the centre of the yard one pile becomes
scattered by the wind. How many piles did the gardener end up with.

What phrase does this license plate represent?

The below phrase is encrypted using the Atbash cipher where each
letter of a famous saying has been substituted by another by
reversing the alphabet e.g. a -> z, z-> a:

“Sziw dlip yvzgh gzovmg dsvm gzovmg wlvhm’g dlip sziw” –  Tim
Notke

1. Celebrated in September every year across the world, this day is
devoted to building the idea of peace across all people and countries.
What is the name of this international day?

2. This day involves the throwing of water and celebrated by
Catholic Polish Americans on Easter Monday. What is this day called
in Polish?

#17 - Word Puzzles

#18 - License Pl8s

#19 - Code Breaking

#20 - Celebrations Around the World

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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A Metonym is a word, name, or expression substituted for
something  with which it is closely associated.

1. The largest city in Michigan that also refers to the auto industry.
What is the name of this city?

2. This is a building in Arlington, Virginia that is also referred to as the
United States Department of Defense. What is the name of this
building?

Find the answers to the following word riddles.

1. What is Between the Clouds and Ground?

2. What Runs but doesn’t Walk?

#21 - Metonyms

#22 - Visual Logic Puzzles

#23 - Word Riddles

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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You are being held in a room with two doors, behind the first door to
the left is a guard with a lethal weapon, behind the second door to
the right is a hallway with a glass ceiling that magnifies the sunlight
to such a high temperature that just opening the door could be fatal.
There is also a skylight in the middle of the room but it is only six
inches in diameter, and a chair with table. How do you escape from
the room?

e



#24 - Code Breaking

#25 - Eponyms

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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These are laws, principles, adages, observations or predictions
named after a person. What eponyms do the following represent?

1. The proposition that anything that can go wrong will go wrong.

2. Three scientific laws concerning the behavior of moving bodies:
First law: A body remains at rest, or keeps moving in a straight line
(at a constant velocity), unless acted upon by a net outside force.;
Second law: The acceleration of an object of constant mass is
proportional to the net force acting upon it.; Third law: Whenever one
body exerts a force upon a second body, the second body exerts an
equal and opposite force upon the first body.

3. When two or more explanations are offered for a phenomenon, the
simplest full explanation is preferable.

4. The principle that 80% of consequences stem from 20% of the
causes.

A spy has left you a famous saying that you can decrypt using the
telephone keypad where each number refers to a set of letters
containing the correct letter.

"93 74255 63837 787736337!" - Winston Churchill

l



There was a theft where ten fingerprints were found at the scene. If
the dwelling had two occupants that had an alibi and a guest that
was present in the last week, after the dwelling had been thoroughly
cleaned, how many thieves could there have been assuming each
fingerprint belonged to a different person?

What phrase does this license plate represent?

#26 - Visual Logic Puzzles

#27 - License Pl8s

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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A secret agent has hidden themselves in the hotel office but the
police were alerted at 7 in the morning and are on their way. When
the agent sees the police he will have only 2 minutes before the hotel
is surrounded. Going down the stairs will take 15 seconds per flight
from floors 4 and 5, 20 seconds on the other floors, while the
elevator will take only 5 seconds per floor and needs 10 seconds to
open and close. Running to the elevator can take at least 10
seconds. The hotel is 50% occupied where management fills the
rooms from the ground floor up. Is there a sure way the thief can
escape?

A farmer has a crop of 1,000 carrots that he has to take to a market
that is 200 kilometres away. His horse will pull a cart that can carry
500 carrots but will eat a carrot per kilometer. What is the maximum
amount of carrots that the farmer can deliver to the market?

#28 - Word Puzzles

#29 - Word Puzzles

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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#30 - Math Puzzle, Patterns

#31 - Code Breaking

MindMelds World Edition, Vol1 - KewlActiveMinds
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A spy has left you a famous saying that you can decrypt using the
telephone keypad where each number refers to a set of letters
containing the correct letter.

"843 5687639 63 2 84687263 64537 234467 9484 663 7837" - Lao
Tzu

What is the number in the top box?

4



Answers

Answer #1
1. Footsteps
2. The word is "shortest".

Answer #2
Satellites - Numbers in clockwise order are -
Inside circle: 2, 7, 14, 2, 5, 6

Answer #3
Quarter pounder

Answer #4
Missing numbers from top to bottom, left to right are: 11, 16, 11, 17, 16, 17,
16, 16, 17, 17

Answer #5
1. A kite.
2. A chess piece knight/horse

Answer #6
Never too late

Answer #7
Numbers in clockwise order are -
Inside circle: 60, 33, 59, 93, 13, 68, 12
Outside circle: 152

Answer #8
1. Bay Street
2. Broadway

Answer #9
1. Only once
2. Only 23 two's  - 222 + 222 + 222 + 222 + 22 + 22 + 22 + 22 + 22 + 2 =
1,000

Answer #10
Perfect Mate

Answer #11
Yes, a solution is: Stockholm ->  Oslo -> London -> Paris -> Madrid ->
Lisbon

Answer #12
1. An airplane

114



Answers
2. An echo

Answer #13
“Santa Claus has the right idea, visit people only once a year”

Answer #14
1. Canberra
2. Chernobyl

Answer #15
I'm wonderful

Answer #16
1. Actress Ann-Margret
2. Astronaut Buzz Aldrin.
3. Theologian John Calvin
4. Italian Renaissance Artist Donatello.
5. Martial Artist Jackie Chan
6. Philosopher Thomas Hobbes
7. Fictional character in Jules Verne's novels Captain Nemo
8. Executives of record label Liberty Records: Alvin Bennett (president),
Theodore Keep (chief engineer), and Simon Waronker (founder)

Answer #17
Only one, the one he was piling up in the centre of the yard.

Answer #18
Ferrari Want To Be

Answer #19
“Hard work beats talent when talent doesn’t work hard”

Answer #20
1. International Day of Peace
2. Smigus-dyngus

Answer #21
1. Detroit
2. Pentagon

Answer #22
Jam the chair and table against the door and when the skylight shows that
evening darkness has come, escape through the right door.

Answer #23
1. The word “AND”
2. Your NOSE

115



Answers

Answer #24
We shall never surrender!

Answer #25
1. Murphy's law
2. Newton's laws of motion
3. Occam's Razor
4. Pareto principle

Answer #26
There are five sets of two identical fingerprints, so there were five people in
the dwelling after it was cleaned but we know that two of those people
have alibis (the guest doesn’t), so there could be three potential thieves.

Answer #27
Leavin' On A Jet Plane

Answer #28
Escape is possible by the stairs which will take 70 seconds, but for
certainty not by way of elevator as if it is on the third floor and needs to
close its doors and make stops on the second and ground floors where
guests are being accommodated, the total time taken would be 10 seconds
to run to the elevator, wait of 50 seconds while the elevator goes down two
flights and comes up four flights and then down four flights, 70 seconds
while the elevator opens its doors on floors 3, 2, ground floor, 5, 3, 2, and
ground floor again, being a total of 130 seconds.

Answer #29
The maximum is 400 carrots, whether the farmer goes to the market
directly and returns for a second trip, or stops in between - For example,
the farmer will fill up the wagon with 500 carrots and go to a point 100
kilometres on the way to the market and drop off 300 carrots, with the
horse having already eaten 100 carrots along the way and keeping 100
carrots for consumption on the return trip to the farm. The farmer will then
refill the wagon with 500 carrots and deliver 200 to the market, as the horse
will eat 200 on the way to the market and still need 100 to eat to get back
to the original drop-off point. Then the original 300 carrots will be loaded on
the wagon, the horse will eat 100 on the way to the market and deliver 200
in the second load for a total of 400 carrots delivered to the market.

Answer #30
Missing numbers from top to bottom, left to right are: 54, 75, -21, 50, -46, 20,
-41, 1, -25, -5, -11

Answer #31
The journey of a thousand miles begins with one step
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